
5.

6.

Beautify your home with your 
authentic Daum crystal bowl.

The newest Macbook Air sports a 13" display, 128GB flash 
storage for extra fast performance, the latest intel processor 
and an ultrathin design to allow you to have the best in day-
to-day operations and portability.

Daum

MacBook Air
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7. 8.

$1,000 Cash Catering for 50 by Lederman
Alumni of Yeshivat Ohr Haiim - 
Sarit Livi Ebrani, Candie Aminoff Zar, Elaine Zaroovabli Mordekhai,Judith Dilamani Kamali,Jennifer 
Kaftari  Kordvani,Diana Nassimi Dilamani, Michelle Sabzevari, Nabila Levian

It's like hitting the Jackpot!
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You'll be a smiling host as you let 
Lederman Caterers cater your next event for 50 people.

Lederman Caterers  516-466-2222 



In a school filled with happiness,
Growth and knowledge,

Growing like a rose on a vine-
This is the beauty of 
Yeshivat Ohr Haiim!

~Dalya Malakan
  6th Grade

  Yeshivat Ohr Haiim

Time passes as we grow
We leave…

Smarter, kinder, more religious
A better Jew

A different person
A different mind

Thank you, Yeshivat Ohr Haiim!

~Shira Soleymani
6th Grade

Yeshivat Ohr Haiim

I will make a kiddush Hashem wherever I go
I will stay pretty on Shabbat
Like in the spring, when flowers are pretty
Flowers grow… and I grow…
Like when I am in 1st grade & then I go to 2nd grade
I know new things & smarter things now! 
Sometimes flowers grow…
First a seed, then a root…stem…leaves 
And then…a pretty flower pops up!

~Liora Aghalar,  2nd Grade-Bnot Yaakov

Nature is really nice and bright
Just look at the flower right near you

Nature is really bright and light
Can you see or not

So come…I will show you…

~Ariella Mehrnia
  3rd Grade

  Bnot Yaakov

In the spring, lots of things grow
These are some that I know

Fruit, vegetables and flowers and 
grass…

~Beracha BenHaiim
  1st Grade

  Bnot Yaakov

$35.



Lalique

Shabbat Table

$750. Costco Gift Card

Welcome in Shabbat with this 
magnificent collection for 16. Set 
includes bone china, wine goblets 
and glasses, and flatware.

Stock up on all your favorites from 
the Costco warehouse.

$750. Visa Giftcard
Feel free to splurge with this generous gift 
card anywhere VISA is accepted.

12.

Let this unique piece be the 
center of attention in your buffet.

10.

9.

11.

$35.
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The Louis Vuitton Speedy 35 
is a must-have for women with a love for fashion.

Louis Vuitton Bag

Own the most upscale electronics with $750 to choose anything 
Apple, including the iPhone, iPad, iPod, Nano, or Macbook Air.  
Or be on the lookout for the newest game-changing innovations 
from Apple.

Apple Picking

13.

14.$35.
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Invite over a crowd 'cause your outdoor cooking just got easier 
with this Weber Genesis E330 LP Gas Grill with side burner.

It's Time For A Barbecue!

$750. Cash

The New iPad

Handy cash to use as you like!

Improved in all respects, the iPad4 is the latest 
generation of the best-selling tablet in the world. 
Guaranteed to be a hit with people of all ages!

15.

16.

17.

$35.
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I am like a small tree
Because just like the trees need 

sunlight to grow
I need Torah to continue growing.

~Yosef Bezalely
  1st Grade

  Yeshivat Kol Yaakov

I am like a flower, I start out very small
And then when I am bigger, I am nice and tall

A flower is nice, I think I am too
But I have to work for it, It does not just come to you!

A flower needs a lot of stuff to grow
And so the Torah and misvot I must know!

~Naomi Enayatian
  3rd Grade

  Bnot Yaakov

I grow so much can’t you see?
I learn Torah that is just for me!

I learn Torah, can’t you see?
We grow and grow like the sea.

~Tallyah Akhavan
  2nd Grade

  Bnot Yaakov

People are like flowers
Flowers need sun, 
water and oxygen

And our needs are like 
Princesses of hshem…
We need to do misvot

Sedaka…and much tefilla…

~Avigail Zar
  2nd Grade

  Bnot Yaakov

Once I looked out my window
There was a tree

The tree was bigger than me!
It was so high

It could reach the sky!
I really don’t know why

This was once a tiny seed
Hashem made it 

grow into this tree
That’s why it’s bigger than me.

Can’t you see?

~Yosef Eliav
  3rd Grade

  Yeshivat Ohr Haiim

$25.


